MCM Practice; Cornell University; November 20, 2002.

Introduction
Two problems offered in this mock MCM deal with different stages of exploration project on
Planet Ares (in a galaxy far, far way). Needless to say, similar problems could be posed within
our planetary system, but would probably be less fun :)
Please remember that your entire manuscript should not exceed 10 pages (no such restriction for
the real contest). A simple, concise, well-explained model will be much preferred to a morerealistic but incomprehensible or computationally intractable. If a problem in its entirety seems
too hard to handle, you should concentrate on some aspect or restricted version of it that can be
dealt with in the allotted time.
Your solutions (including the algorithm descriptions, if appropriate) are due on Wednesday,
11/27/02 before 5:15pm. Electronic submissions are encouraged.
Send your solutions and/or related questions to vlad@math.cornell.edu
Best of luck!

Problem A: Making a Map.
Your expedition is in the process of preparing the first landing mission and needs a reliable 3D
map of the selected region to choose an optimal landing-location and to plan the subsequent
movements of an automated robot-explorer. The selected region is approximately a square with
a side of 60km. You are to propose (and to implement) a method for processing aerial digital
photographs to obtain the elevation for all the points in this region. The surface of Ares is
mostly a desert, without much variation in the natural color, but with sufficient variety in
landscape (many ridges, gorges, chasms, etc). The elevation in the region varies from 100m
below to 1900m above the long-dried-sea level; the 3D map is needed to be accurate within 1m
from the true elevation.
Test your method on simulated landscapes and (if you have enough time) on some aerial
photographs of the true (terrestrial) landscapes.
You should also answer the following questions:
* What is the minimal number of aerial photographs required?
* From what altitude should those photographs be ideally taken?
* What "time of the day" (or lighting regime) is preferable for taking the photographs?
* Any other recommendations for enhancing the quality of raw data and/or the resulting map?
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Problem B: Interpreting Graph-like Artifacts
Upon landing, the archeologists discover a large cache of alien artifacts supposedly left by a
(now-extinct) civilization. The magnetic-storage facilities found in alien underground cities
contain much data, a significant part of which appears to be the description of about 10000 giant
Graphs (each includes from 1 to 10 million nodes and from 10 to 100 million undirected edges).
Our linguists are working day and night to decode the accompanying documents, but with very
little success so far (we are not even sure if the aliens’ language was an alphabet-based one). In
this situation, unfounded speculations about the true nature of the Graphs are rampant within
your expedition. Some suspect that the Graphs encode a network of pre-desert rivers and
streams on Ares, others argue that these are the schemes of intergalactic trade routes, yet others
surmise that we are dealing with large-scale back-ups of all-Aresian WorldWideWeb, and the
well-informed few are confident that these are the long-lost maps for the advanced bonus levels
of DukeNukem3D.
You (+ the other two GraphTheorists in the expedition) decide to use the properties of the graphs
themselves to rule out some of these ludicrous versions. You set out to determine the likely
features of Graphs (number of connected components, distribution of node-degrees, etc) based
on the way in which they were created:
**by an instantaneous process OR by a prolonged growth (nodes and/or edges added
over time) OR by a "compounded" growth (the well-connected nodes are more likely to become
even-better-connected in the future) OR by "merger" growth (several large sub-graphs merge to
create a super-Graph);
** by a single omnipotent Creator OR by cooperating (or competing ?) co-authors;
** modeling a civilization-made object OR some natural phenomena;
** modeling something random (or chaotic?).
You should
1) develop models and determine the "signatures" (i.e., the collections of graph-traits)
corresponding to as many of the above "graph-creation-modes" as you can;
2) design algorithm(s) to determine the likely creation-mode of a given Graph (Note: given the
large size of the graphs in question, the ability to quickly rule-out some creation-modes (by
working with a randomly selected sub-graph) would be a big advantage.);
3) test your algorithms on simulated graphs (illustrating different creation-modes) and on some
large graph available on the Web (e.g., a graph of web-sites related to a specific key-word; see
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Courses/cs685/2002fa/data/gr0.California).
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